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Abstract

The physical–biological linkages controlling the dispersal of spores produced by macroalgae that reside in kelp forests are

complicated and laced with feedbacks. Here we discuss the fundamental elements of these interactions. Biological

considerations include spore swimming and sinking speeds, their periods of viability in the plankton, and the height of spore

release above the seafloor, which together determine the durations over which spores can be swept by horizontal currents before

they contact the seafloor. Morphologies and material properties of canopy forming kelps may also influence the drag exerted on

passing waters by the kelps, the plants’ ability to persist in the face of rapid flows, and thereby the degree to which impinging

currents are redirected around, or slowed within, kelp forests. Macroalgal life histories, and the size of spore sources as

controlled by the dimensions of kelp forests and the density and fecundity of individuals within them, influence effective

dispersal distances as well. Physical considerations encompass the mean speed, direction, and timescales of variability of

currents relative to spore suspension times, the interaction of surface gravity waves with currents in producing turbulence in the

benthic boundary layer, wind-driven surface mixing, water stratification, and shoreline bathymetry and substratum roughness,

all of which can affect the interplay of vertical and horizontal transport of macroalgal spores. Intricate within-forest processes

may induce attenuation of current speeds and consequent reductions in seabed shear, along with simultaneous production of

small-scale turbulence in kelp wakes. Slower mean currents and smaller eddy scales in turn may attenuate vertical mixing

within forests, thus extending spore suspension times. Further complexities likely arise due to changes in the relative rates of

horizontal and vertical dispersion, modifications to the overall profiles of vertical mixing, and the creation of fine-scale

secondary flows around kelp individuals and substratum features. Under conditions of more rapid currents, submergence of the

surface canopy and the establishment of skimming flows at the canopy–fluid interface may introduce additional coherent flow

structures that alter rates of fluid exchange to and from the forest. Many of these coupled physical–biological processes are just

beginning to be examined in a rigorous fashion in kelp forests, but their potential importance is clear.
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1. Introduction

Kelp forest communities are linked inextricably to

their fluid environments. Passing waters bring nutrients

and food, deliver or disperse propagules, remove waste

products, and ensure oxygen replenishment for respi-

ration. In turn, flows through kelp forests are them-

selves influenced by the three-dimensional architecture

of the plants and the reefs that support them. This

coupling creates a broad spectrum of potential feed-

back processes. One of the stronger sets of bio–fluid

interactions arises in the context of macroalgal spore

dispersal within and around forests of kelps that extend

throughout the water column to produce a floating

canopy at the sea surface. Among the more formidable

of these species are the giant kelp, Macrocystis spp.,

and the bull kelp,Nereocystis luetkeana, which grow to

45 m in length and provide essential habitat and food

for vast numbers of nearshore marine organisms (Day-

ton, 1985; Schiel and Foster, 1986).

Macrocystis’ dominant ecological role and its wide-

spread distribution along much of the west coast of

North and South America, Southern Australasia, and

many Sub-Antarctic shores (Womersley, 1954) has

ensured that it, in particular, has received considerable

scientific attention in the last 30–40 years (for eco-

logical introductions see North, 1971 or Foster and

Schiel, 1985). This attention has revealed fundamental

insights into stability, succession, persistence, and

resilience in giant kelp forests (reviewed in Dayton,

1985; Schiel and Foster, 1986; Dayton, 1992). Still,

even as kelp forest research has progressed, difficulties

in quantifying dispersal characteristics of kelps and

other seaweeds have limited our understanding of the

processes determining the population dynamics of

kelp forest macroalgae and the overall structure of

kelp forest communities. Three factors have proven

especially problematic: the microscopic size of macro-

algal spores which makes tracking them difficult, the

complexity of the flows that transport these propa-

gules, and the effects of the plants on the fluid motions

themselves. In view of the second and third of these

challenges, we present here a brief conceptual discus-

sion of a number of important but less-recognized

interactions among kelps and flow that influence

macroalgal spore dispersal, including connections to

a disparate literature. Our focus is on biological–

physical coupling in Macrocystis and Nereocystis
forests, although major conclusions may apply as well

to spore dispersal in forests of other subtidal species

that form surface canopies (e.g., Alaria fistulosa,

Ecklonia maxima, Egregia menzesii, and Pelagophy-

cus porra; Dayton, 1975; Abbott and Hollenberg,

1976; Estes et al., 1978; Coyer and Zaugghaglund,

1982; Branch et al., 1999). These conclusions, on the

other hand, are less apt to hold for intertidal species

that are subjected to the complex flows resulting from

wave breaking. We also target primarily just issues in

spore transport, giving reduced attention to other

factors (e.g., processes of spore release, attachment,

movement of propagules from other life stages) that

only indirectly affect dispersal or its consequences.

Within these bounds, this paper provides a physically

based complement to previous monographs of Sante-

lices (1990) and Norton (1992), which were written

from a more traditional phycological perspective, and

functions as a targeted companion to the more far-

ranging chapter of Okubo et al. (2001), which exam-

ines diffusive processes across a variety of both aqua-

tic and terrestrial ecosystems.
2. Biological factors influencing dispersal

2.1. Spore properties

As alluded to above, spores of seaweeds are almost

universally tiny (<100 Am in diameter; Clayton, 1992)

and most have densities that are close to that of

seawater, even though many have considerable stores

of low-density lipid (Reed et al., 1999). By Stokes’

Law, the sinking speed of a small particle increases in

proportion to the product of the square of its radius

and its excess density (Happel and Brenner, 1983).

Thus, because both of these components are small in

seaweed spores, these propagules sink very slowly,

typically less than 1 mm/s, and for the littlest spores,

two orders of magnitude slower yet (Coon et al.,

1972; Okuda and Neushul, 1981; Deysher and Nor-

ton, 1982; Gaylord et al., 2002). While the spores of

many macroalgae are flagellated, their absolute swim-

ming speeds are similarly miniscule (<1 mm/s; Ams-

ler et al., 1992, 1999; Iken et al., 2001). This means

that macroalgal spores will typically be at the whim of

the fluid motions to which they are subjected. Indeed,

except in rather weak flows, turbulence will suffi-
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ciently overwhelm sinking or swimming speeds that

the time required for spores to settle to the seafloor

will be controlled predominantly by the intensity of

vertical mixing and the height of spore release (Nor-

ton and Fetter, 1981; Denny and Shibata, 1989;

McNair et al., 1997; McNair, 2000; Gaylord et al.,

2002). This will be especially the case for spores

transported shoreward into the highly turbulent inter-

tidal zone (Hoffmann and Ugarte, 1985). On the other

hand, motility and behavior of macroalgal spores

likely play strong roles when the propagules reach

the immediate vicinity of the seabed, where chemical

and tactile cues may be exploited to meet fine-scale

site preferences (Harlin and Lindbergh, 1977; Amsler

and Neushul, 1989a, 1990; Amsler et al., 1992;

Fletcher and Callow, 1992; Greer and Amsler, 2002).

Data on the duration of spore competency are

lacking for the majority of seaweeds. The traditional

view has been that the spores of most taxa are able to

settle immediately following release from the adult

plant, and remain capable of settling for a couple of

days (Santelices, 1990). However, more recent infor-

mation suggests that seaweed propagules have the

capacity to remain viable in the plankton for more

extended periods (Reed et al., 1992; see also early

clues in Kain, 1964; Hoffmann and Camus, 1989) and
Fig. 1. Predicted mean time required for spores released from a given heigh

patterns of vertical mixing characteristic of the sand flats that often separa

contact time are highly skewed, the longest contact times may exceed sub

model of Gaylord et al. (2002), which employs a random walk construct

wave and current conditions. H is wave height, and U is the mean curren
that their dispersal potential is not determined by the

length of their planktonic viability, but rather by the

physical processes that maintain spores in suspension.

Turbulent transport models predict that suspension

times for spores of most seaweeds are likely to be

less than 1 week, and that their dispersal in typical

nearshore currents is therefore limited to distances of

several kilometers (Gaylord et al., 2002). These scales

are much smaller than those relevant to the larvae of

most reef-associated fish and invertebrates, as will be

discussed in Section 5 below.

The height of spore release is often important in

dispersal (Neushul, 1972), but it becomes more so

when the rates of vertical mixing are low. Under such

conditions, larger release heights can lengthen sub-

stantially the time required for spores to first contact

the seafloor, and thus increase the distances over

which they are transported while suspended. For

instance, the turbulent transport model of Gaylord et

al. (2002) predicts times to first contact of nearly a day

when spores are released from a few meters above the

seafloor, under conditions of relatively slow currents

and small waves (Fig. 1). In contrast, when mixing is

intense throughout the water column, as occurs in the

presence of faster currents and larger waves, spores

can reach the bottom rapidly even from considerable
t to contact the seafloor for the first time, under flow conditions and

te kelp forests. Note, however, that because overall distributions of

stantially mean values. Results are based on the turbulent transport

with a vertically varying eddy diffusivity that is linked explicitly to

t speed.
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heights (Fig. 1). Such distinctions create complex

plant-flow relationships for dispersal given that differ-

ent species release their spores from different vertical

positions. For example,Macrocystis releases its spores

from relatively close to the seafloor, while Nereocystis

releases at least some fraction of its spores from near

the water’s surface (Amsler and Neushul, 1989b).

2.2. Kelp structural traits

Clearly, morphological traits (e.g., the height at

which reproductive structures are positioned along the

length of a plant) can influence spore dispersal direct-

ly by altering release heights and thereby the time it

takes propagules to reach the bottom. However, what

is perhaps less obvious is that the overall structural

design of canopy forming kelps may also affect spore

transport indirectly via differential effects on flow. For

example, although Nereocystis and Macrocystis show

many similarities in form, Nereocystis grows with a

single ropelike stipe and bears all of its blades at the

water’s surface. Macrocystis, on the other hand,

produces a bundle of intertwined fronds that not only

terminate in a large surface canopy, but also develop

blades throughout the entire water column. As a

consequence, mid-water currents passing through a

Macrocystis forest will tend to experience higher plant

drag, and be slowed to a greater extent, than similar

currents moving through an otherwise identical Ner-

eocystis forest. Although data on the drag experienced

by water masses passing through kelp plants are

sparse, preliminary measurements of the drag coeffi-

cients of individuals of these two species support this

concept (see, e.g., Johnson and Koehl, 1994; Stevens

et al., 2001). Since current speeds can act as a primary

controller of dispersal distance, this can be important.

The material properties of canopy forming kelps

may also have the potential to influence dispersal,

albeit secondarily. Storms cause considerable distur-

bance in kelp forests, and may tear fertile plants, or

fragments of plants, free from their benthic sites of

attachment (Ebeling et al., 1985; Seymour et al.,

1989; Dayton et al., 1992; Reed et al., 1997). Dis-

lodged individuals and reproductive fragments that

avoid subsequent exportation to the beach may transit

alongshore, all the while releasing spores. In this

context, the strengths and stiffnesses of macroalgal

tissues (e.g., Denny et al., 1989; Gaylord et al., 1994,
2001; Gaylord and Denny, 1997), and the way plants

move and respond to challenging hydrodynamic con-

ditions (Denny et al., 1997, 1998; Gaylord, 2000;

Stevens et al., 2002; Gaylord et al., 2003) become

relevant. Material properties of canopy forming kelps

may also play a role during senescence, when water

column and canopy portions of kelps fall away and

change the drag a plant exerts on passing currents.

2.3. Life history considerations

It is well recognized by algal biologists that ac-

quiring precise estimates of dispersal distance, and

defining their relationship to various postulated bio-

logical or physical factors, is made more difficult by

the reproductive life history strategies exhibited by

some species, including canopy forming kelps (Braw-

ley and Johnson, 1992; Reed et al., 1997). Early on,

Anderson and North (1966) monitored recruitment as

a function of distance from an isolated Macrocystis

individual, and found new plants arising only out to

distances of a few meters. This initial finding led

many researchers to assume that dispersal is severely

limited in these organisms. Such a view, however,

inadequately distinguishes between effective recruit-

ment distance and dispersal distance (Reed et al.,

1988; Reed et al., 1997). Unlike the seeds of terrestrial

plants, the spores of kelps must settle at relatively

high densities (i.e., greater than 10/mm2) to ensure

subsequent production of the sporophyte stage that

forms the kelp canopy (Reed, 1990a). The spores

themselves develop into tiny gametophytes that re-

lease eggs and sperm, which must find one another to

fertilize and create the macroscopic plant; it is indi-

viduals of this macroscopic stage that are typically

used as indicators of recruitment (see, e.g., Dayton,

1973). Such a life history means that increasing the

number of spores in a source allows successful

recruitment to occur at distances farther out into the

tail of a dispersal curve even if the dispersal curve

itself does not change (Reed et al., 1997). Synchro-

nous spore release may facilitate this (Hoffmann,

1987; Amsler and Neushul, 1989b; Reed et al., 1997).

2.4. Kelp forest size

The overall dimensions of a kelp forest, as well as

the density and fecundity of plants, also influence the
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size of the spore source. In addition to their widely

promulgated data showing restricted recruitment dis-

tances from a single individual, Anderson and North

(1966) found little difference in the density of recruits

out to 40 m away from the edge of a kelp forest. In

accordance with the life history considerations out-

lined above, they proposed that this derived from a

greater number and higher initial concentration of

spores, which produced denser spore settlement and

allowed successful recruitment to greater distances.

We also noted dispersal out to at least 100 m when

monitoring densities of germinated female spores

(gametophytes) produced by a small, isolated exper-

imental kelp forest off the coast of Carpinteria, Cal-
Fig. 2. Patterns of spore dispersal around a 40-plant experimental

Macrocystis pyrifera kelp forest positioned off the coast of

Carpinteria, California, during July of 1999. The square box

indicates the approximate dimensions of the experimental forest.

Contours are interpolated from data collected at locations indicated

by the black dots, and represent the number of germinating female

spores per microscope field of view (1.66 mm2) settling on frosted

glass slides deployed 10 cm above the substratum during a

representative 2-day sample interval (male spores were not counted

due to their exceptionally small size). Note that because spores

accumulate through time over durations much longer than 2 days,

spore densities can reach levels sufficient for successful recruitment

(>10/mm2) throughout and likely beyond the spatial array shown.

Forests in nature are also typically much larger and therefore release

greater numbers of spores, which similarly elevates settlement

densities out to farther distances. The mean current over the 2-day

sample interval was 1.8 cm/s.
ifornia (Fig. 2). More dramatic support for the

relevance of the size and population density of a kelp

forest derives from observations of kilometer-scale

dispersal from a dense stand of the understory kelp,

Pterygophora californica (Reed et al., 1988), and

from a large stand of Macrocystis (Reed et al., in

press). Other workers have observed seaweed recruits

or viable spores at locations hundreds to thousands of

meters away from adult plants as well (e.g., Jonnson,

1972; Amsler and Searles, 1980; Ebeling et al., 1985;

Zechman and Mathieson, 1985; Fredriksen et al.,

1995). In many such cases, however, the alternative

explanation that spores or recruits originated from

floating fertile plant fragments (rather than from

reproducing adults in distant established populations)

cannot be eliminated. Analogous effects of source size

on the distances at which dispersal can be detected

have been noted in the terrestrial seed literature as

well (e.g., Clarke et al., 1998). Additional consequen-

ces of the size of a kelp forest on flow (e.g., on the

speed of currents and the intensity of vertical mixing

within a forest) and their consequences for dispersal

are examined below.
3. Physical forcing

3.1. Currents

Coastal currents are a primary mechanism by

which spores are transported horizontally from kelp

forests, but it is of course more than just the speed of

ocean flows that matters. The direction and variation

in currents may also be important since these compo-

nents can interact with the temporal and spatial scales

of spore release, suspension in the water column, and

settlement. It is worth noting, however, that many

such biological–physical connections are just begin-

ning to be explored in field experiments, so a com-

plete picture is still unavailable.

Along many shores, diurnal and semidiurnal tides

drive strong currents that are superimposed on lower

frequency flow fluctuations, and winds often produce

additional diurnal fluid motions near shore (Lerczak et

al., 2001). As Fig. 1 indicates, estimates of the dura-

tions that seaweed spores are in the water column,

indexed as the time to first contact with the seafloor,

range from a few minutes to a few days in areas where
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the effects of biota and significant bottom topography

are minor (Gaylord et al., 2002). These durations may

be reduced somewhat in areas with greater effective

seabed roughness due to increased rates of vertical

mixing (see Fig. 3 and discussions below). Such

timescales suggest that at the shorter end of the range

of spore suspension times, dominant currents may act

as nearly constant, steady mean flows for dispersal.

For longer suspension times, in contrast, the speed and

direction of the mean flow will often change during the

time a spore is suspended. This temporal variability in

currents, and flow reversals in particular, may function

to truncate the far tails of dispersal distributions since

spores will not be transported continuously in a single

direction at the peak flow speed.

Currents also vary strongly with location. For

instance, typical nearshore tidal currents along the

coast of Central to Southern California have maximal

speeds of 20 to 40 cm/s (Winant and Olson, 1976;

Washburn et al., 1999). In contrast, currents in the

Strait of Juan de Fuca in Washington State can reach

1.5 m/s as flow is funneled between islands through

narrow channels (Fissel and Huggett, 1976; Thomson,

1981). These differences suggest order-of-magnitude

variations in gross dispersal distance simply due to

regional characteristics of flow.
Fig. 3. Example profiles of vertical mixing in the absence of vegetation

correspond to cases where the roughness elements of the seafloor have c

separate reefs. Dashed lines correspond to cases where the roughness elem

reefs or cobble substrata. Results are based on the combined wave–curren

Madsen (1986) with modifications following Wiberg and Smith (1983). Fu
Cross-shore and alongshore currents influence

spore dispersal in quite different manners as well.

Coastal currents with characteristic frequencies below

that of the tides typically move alongshore and

parallel to isobaths due to the combined effects of

the earth’s rotation and the slope of the seafloor. Such

currents tend to disperse spores along the more

expansive axes of kelp forests, which typically run

farther alongshore than across shore. This provides for

more extensive interactions among spores, forests,

and their residents. Higher frequency cross-shore fluid

motions, in contrast, although typically weaker than

alongshore motions, can transport spores offshore into

water depths where there is insufficient light for early

development or growth. This may be particularly the

case in regions of steep bathymetry where overly deep

waters can be located just a few tens of meters

seaward of a kelp forest. In locations where upwelling

favorable winds are common, the resulting offshore

Ekman transport of surface waters may accomplish

this (see Pond and Pickard, 1983; Strub et al., 1991

for general explanations of these processes). Such

phenomena may be especially prevalent on headlands,

which can accelerate along-coast winds and thus

function as upwelling centers (Strub et al., 1991;

Dorman et al., 1999; see also Ebert and Russell,
, as a function of wave height and bottom roughness. Solid lines

haracteristic heights of 0.008 m, typical of the sand flats that often

ents have characteristic heights of 0.1 m, typical of low-relief rocky

t boundary layer model of vertical mixing developed by Grant and

rther details can be found in Gaylord et al. (2002). H is wave height.
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1988). However, there may also be simultaneous

shoreward transport of spores near the seafloor during

upwelling due to the movement of deeper waters

upslope (Brink, 1983). This can be important since

most macroalgae release their spores from relatively

close to the bottom. Near-bottom offshore or onshore

flow can also result from Eckman transport in the

bottom boundary layer due to equatorward or pole-

ward current flow, respectively. Alternatively, in loca-

tions where internal bore activity is prominent (e.g.,

Winant and Bratkovich, 1981; Breaker and Broenkow,

1994; Pineda, 1995), cross-shore transport of spores is

episodically shoreward, and may carry spores to

shallow depths beyond the inside edge of a forest,

even into regions where wave-driven surf-zone flows

dominate (e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1970). Again, how-

ever, the precise relationships between spore move-

ment and these potential dispersal mechanisms remain

relatively unexplored.

3.2. Waves

Although the influence of surface gravity waves on

dispersal may not be as fundamental as that of

currents, there are a number of ways in which they

too can play a role in spore transport. Perhaps most

importantly, in shallow waters where wave-driven

fluid motions extend to the substratum, the resulting

back-and-forth surge increases bottom shear and alters

the profile of vertical mixing. Typically, in the ab-

sence of a vegetation canopy and strong stratification,

eddy diffusivities (a measure of the rate of diffusive

flux in a flow due to mixing processes) within a

depth-limited current boundary layer such as is com-

mon in the nearshore, peak at middle depths (Fig. 3;

Eckman, 1990; Gaylord et al., 2002). This pattern

results predominantly from the fact that the size of the

dominant turbulent eddies become increasingly con-

strained near the seabed and the surface, but can

become large in mid-water. The effect of enhanced

bottom shear due to waves then functions both to

increase the effective bottom roughness, which ele-

vates the overall mixing rate within the current

boundary layer, and adds a secondary peak to the

diffusivity profile (Fig. 3). This near-bottom second-

ary peak results from the higher turbulence intensities

in the relatively thin wave boundary layer, which

increases rates of mixing in this region despite the
limits on eddy size (Wiberg and Smith, 1983; Grant

and Madsen, 1986).

Such changes to the diffusivity profile can have

strong effects on the duration that spores remain up in

the water column following release (McNair et al.,

1997; Gaylord et al., 2002). The associated increased

bottom shear stress may also resuspend spores that

have already contacted the seabed, causing them to

disperse farther in a series of steps prior to final

attachment. This may be particularly the case for

spores that have not yet attached or have only recently

settled and have not achieved full adhesive strength

(Charters et al., 1972, 1973). In addition, wave-

induced orbital velocities, which can reach several

meters per second and are thus faster than most

currents, may interact with the blades of plants to

influence spore dispersal. Research indicates that the

overall canopy structures of large kelps often sway

with the waves such that the canopy experiences

limited fluid velocities relative to itself (Koehl, 1984,

1986; Denny et al., 1997; Gaylord et al., 2003).

However, the water motion relative to individual

reorienting and fluttering blades produced as the

direction of water motion reverses is likely to be at

least sporadically faster (Gerard, 1982; see also

Stevens et al., 2001). Such faster relative flows could

elevate shear stresses acting on reproductive blades,

thereby increasing spore release. While data are still

lacking, resuspension and greater spore release by

increased shear are consistent with observations of

both declines in standing crop of spores and more

distant dispersal during large wave events (Reed et

al., 1988; Reed et al., 1997). Note that if the above

mechanisms are indeed responsible for increasing

spore dispersal distances, one would expect a wave

period dependency to this phenomenon, with longer

period waves producing greater dispersal than shorter

period waves. This is due to the fact that fluid

motions produced by shorter period waves do not

penetrate to as great a depth as those of longer

period waves (Kinsman, 1965), and because many

seaweed species, like Macrocystis, release their spo-

res relatively close to the seafloor.

There may also be wave period effects on the

degree of damage incurred by kelp canopies during

storms. Longer period swells appear to have a greater

potential to tug canopies taut into configurations

where entire plants can be dislodged (Seymour et
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al., 1989; Denny et al., 1997). Large-scale plant loss

following such wave events can have subsequent

impacts on the amount of attenuation of current speed

and thus on dispersal distance. Along related lines, the

sudden drop in kelp densities at the inshore edges of

forests is believed to be related to the depth at which

the largest waves break and thereby become capable

of imposing greater forces due to the accompanying

faster post-breaking fluid velocities (Seymour et al.,

1989; Graham, 1997; Gaylord, 1999; Denny and

Gaylord, 2002).

Another potential effect of waves on spore dispers-

al derives from the relatively rapid (order 10 cm/s) net

mass transport of fluid along the direction of wave

propagation that arises under relatively steep waves

(i.e., Stokes drift; Komar, 1998). Since waves typi-

cally refract to propagate perpendicular to shore,

Stokes drift provides a mechanism for transporting

propagules perpendicular to currents, which usually

flow along isobaths as noted above. Concomitant

flows near the seafloor that are thought to arise in

association with Stokes drift (Longuet-Higgins, 1953)

probably play a role in cross-shore velocity profiles

and spore movement as well.

3.3. Winds

Winds drive currents and can therefore affect

dispersal by means of a number of the processes

described above. However, there may also be subtler

but direct impacts from wind. For example, winds

induce vertical shear and, at faster speeds, wave

white-capping, thus increasing mixing at the water’s

surface (Agrawal et al., 1992; Anis and Moum, 1995).

This process alters the upper regions of the profile of

vertical mixing, and thus the duration over which a

spore remains suspended after being carried into the

upper reaches of the water column. Surface mixing by

wind stress also breaks down stratification (Turner,

1973), with analogous and perhaps even more dra-

matic effects on the vertical distribution of spores in

the water column, similar to what is often observed in

the patterns of vertical concentrations of fine sedi-

ments (Adams and Weatherly, 1981; Middleton and

Southard, 1984).

Seymour et al. (1989) further note that winds can

exert shear on kelp canopies, which can orient them in

asymmetrical postures with respect to their points of
attachment (this is true as long as the current has not

submerged them, a topic that will be discussed further

in Section 4.5). Of particular relevance are cases

where the winds align with the axis of wave propa-

gation and thereby extend kelps in the direction of the

waves. This allows much larger wave forces to be

imposed since a stretched-out kelp can no longer

move continuously with the orbital wave-generated

fluid displacements to avoid rapid relative water

velocities (Seymour et al., 1989; Gaylord et al.,

2003). If sufficient damage (i.e., pruning or removal)

ensues, then there can ultimately be consequences for

plant drag and therefore for flow within a forest.

3.4. Water stratification and related factors

As alluded to above, strong density stratification

can reduce vertical mixing by constraining the largest

scales of turbulent motion and by confining the

vertical dispersion of spores to certain strata of the

water column (Sherman et al., 1978; Weatherly and

Martin, 1978). Strongly stratified waters may result

from large vertical temperature gradients due to solar

heating or salinity gradients due to freshwater runoff

and rainfall, and can extend over the inner continental

shelf where kelp forests occur (Hill, 1998; Cudaback

and Largier, 2001). Density stratification offshore may

also have the indirect effect of altering the propagation

characteristics of internal bores, with a strong offshore

thermocline enhancing propagation, and a weak or

nonexistent one inhibiting it. This in turn can increase

or decrease spore transport across the shelf due to

internal bores (Pineda, 1995). There also may be other

effects associated with temperature. Higher temper-

atures are often correlated with lower nitrogen avail-

ability (Zimmerman and Kremer, 1984, 1986), and

this may influence the production of spores and

thereby the level of spore release during subsequent

dispersal events (Reed et al., 1996). More work on

these topics is required.

3.5. Bathymetry and shoreline geometry

Spore dispersal can be affected by interactions of

flow with the topography of the seabed and the

geometry of the shoreline. Steeply sloping bathymetry

tends to force horizontal currents to move tightly

along-isobath, parallel to the coast (Hill, 1998). On
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the other hand, steep bottom topography refracts

waves strongly such that they approach more perpen-

dicularly to a coast (Komar, 1998). Therefore, currents

and waves are more apt to propagate at right angles to

one another on steep shores than on coasts with

shallower slopes. This suggests that steep shores will

show more directional spore transport than sites with

gently sloping bathymetry. In fact, sites with flat

bathymetry may experience currents and waves arriv-

ing from a variety of directions, and might be

expected to exhibit rather directionally isotropic spore

transport resembling almost a simple diffusive pattern

(see, e.g., the relatively diffuse pattern in Fig. 2,

corresponding to a site with nearly flat bathymetry).

Other location-specific features such as headlands

and embayments may additionally affect patterns of

spore dispersal by creating flow recirculation zones

that alter the ability of alongshore currents to sweep

spores along dominant axes (Wolanski and Hamner,

1988). The relevance of such retention regions to

spore transport, however, depends on the spatial scale

of the shoreline feature. For example, bay-scale eddies

with dimensions of several kilometers (e.g., Breaker

and Broenkow, 1994; Nishimoto and Washburn,

2002) will appear as alongshore currents to a kelp

forest within those bays, while smaller coastal features

may function more as transient retention areas for

spores that are otherwise propagating downstream

(Denny et al., 1992).

The orientation of the coast can also be important

because it can affect the intensity of upwelling as well

as the vulnerability of sites to surface gravity waves.

For example, in the Santa Barbara Channel off of

California, the coast turns to run east–west. This

reduces the speed of the alongshore component of

the winds, which blow mostly meridionally at this

latitude, and thus the strength of upwelling. In addi-

tion, the change in angle of the coast protects much of

the Channel from the largest winter swells arriving

from the North Pacific.

3.6. Bottom roughness

On a much smaller scale, substratum roughness

influences the strength of bottom shear and the

relative amounts of turbulence produced by it (Schlic-

ting, 1979; Dade, 1993). Kelps typically grow on

rocky reefs, which usually have far greater roughness
(individual roughness elements with characteristic

dimensions from centimeters up to meters) than the

sand flats that often separate reefs. Not only can this

influence the gross profiles of vertical mixing (Fig. 3;

Grant and Madsen, 1986), but it can also create its

own secondary flows, with strong effects on fine-scale

retention and the local distribution of spore settlement.

Recirculation zones and turbulence within idealized

cavities or over simplified substratum irregularities

have been explored extensively in the engineering

literature (e.g., O’Brien, 1972; Rockwell and Nau-

dascher, 1978; Koseff and Street, 1984a,b; Nelson et

al., 1993; Hudson et al., 1996). Ensuing local effects

on passive deposition have been observed around

worm tubes and the pits that often accompany them

(Eckman and Nowell, 1984; Snelgrove et al., 1993;

Yager et al., 1993), as well as around other substratum

features (Harlin and Lindbergh, 1977; Norton and

Fetter, 1981; Chabot and Bourget, 1988; Abelson et

al., 1993; Abelson and Denny, 1997). The erosional

characteristics of the substratum can conceivably be

important as well, if rock friability results in the

dislodgement of plants during storms (Harris et al.,

1984; Dayton et al., 1989).
4. Forest-wide interactions with flow

4.1. Kelp forest effects on currents

The biological and physical factors introduced

above by no means operate in isolation, and there

are numerous, and sometimes complex, ways in

which kelp forests and flow interact to influence

dispersal. Okubo et al. (2001) discuss a number of

the relevant vegetation–flow interactions, spanning

multiple ecosystems. We focus here on those that

apply directly to kelp forests. For example, Jackson

and Winant (1983) and Jackson (1998) conducted

measurements of current speeds within and outside

the massive Point Loma kelp forest near San Diego,

California, and found that currents inside were ap-

proximately three times slower. They also calculated

that alongshore currents impinging on the upstream

end of a forest would be slowed to these reduced

speeds by the time they penetrated about 100 m into

the forest. Analogous reductions in mean flow have

been described for other aquatic (e.g., Fonseca et al.,
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1982; Ackerman, 1986, 2002; Eckman, 1987; Gambi

et al., 1990; Ackerman and Okubo, 1993; Leonard

and Luther, 1995; Nepf et al., 1997b), and terrestrial

(e.g., Shaw, 1977; Raupach and Thom, 1981; Stacey

et al., 1994) plant canopies. Jackson (1984) suggests

further that higher frequency cross-shore motions

induced by internal waves can be damped and slowed

as they propagate across kelp forests. The elevated

flow resistance of a forest would also be expected to

consistently divert currents around it, promoting faster

flows along the lateral sides of the forest, and thus

more distant dispersal from such regions. Together,

each of these lines of evidence would imply that kelp

forests reduce the typical distances over which spores

disperse within their interiors, as compared to the

distances spores disperse when in open regions be-

tween forests or along their edges. However, as is

discussed below, concomitant changes to patterns of

vertical mixing may make this not always the case.

Such topics, as well as the issue of what happens in

kelp forests that are smaller than the uniquely large

Point Loma forest studied by Jackson and colleagues,

remain ripe for further inquiry.

It also remains unclear how the size, distribution,

and density of plants within a kelp forest affect the

drag a forest exerts on a current. In flume studies,

Nepf (1999) found that clusters of vertical dowels

used as mimics of emergent vegetation cause about a

50% increase in drag as the density of dowels doubles,

for densities resembling those found in seagrass

meadows. The densities of kelps are far lower and

the sizes of the plants are much larger, however,

which means that they operate at very different

relative spacings and Reynolds numbers (an index

of the relative importance of inertial and viscous

forces in a flow; Batchelor, 1967). The results of Nepf

(1999) are therefore unlikely to be directly applicable.

Additional drag data are available from studies of

rough wall turbulent boundary layers and terrestrial

plant canopies (e.g., Raupach et al., 1991), but are not

entirely applicable either. This is due to the absence in

such systems of an air–water interface near the level

of the canopy. Kelp forests also tend to form discrete,

relatively limited patches, which makes it difficult to

ascertain what fraction of an impinging flow will be

forced through, verses redirected around, the vegeta-

tion array. Because drag and flow rerouting offset one

another in affecting within-forest mean flows, quanti-
tative estimates of the level of current reduction within

forests of differing geometry and plant density are still

unavailable. It is reasonable to expect that other kelp

forest characteristics (e.g., the size, species of kelp

forming the canopy, the depth of the water, etc.) will

likely play a role as well, although this remains

speculation at the present time.

4.2. Kelp forest effects on mixing processes

Dispersal distances depend not just on horizontal

current speed, but also on the vertical movement of

spores, which determines how long they remain aloft.

This point makes the recent studies of Nepf et al.

(1997b), Nepf (1999), and Nepf and Vivoni (2000)

intimately relevant, in that they explore ways in which

arrays of plants influence turbulence and diffusion,

two processes that strongly affect net vertical motion.

Okubo et al. (2001) synthesize the fundamental phe-

nomena, and an abbreviated synopsis is given here.

For vegetation that extends throughout the water

column, turbulence is produced primarily at the sea-

bed via shear and in the wakes of plants as water

flows past them. The wind-induced surface mixing

mentioned previously also contributes. In dense plant

aggregations, the turbulence production in the wakes

usually dominates over the other mechanisms, at least

for plants growing on relatively smooth substrata

where seabed shear is weak. In turn, there is often a

resulting wake-induced increase in the amplitude of

turbulent velocity fluctuations relative to those outside

the plant array (Raupach et al., 1986; Nepf, 1999).

Note, however, that this may not always be the case

due to the nonmonotonic relationship between plant

density and turbulence intensity (Nowell and Church,

1979; Eckman, 1983). A range of findings, for exam-

ple, are apparent among the results of Anderson and

Charters (1982), Eckman et al. (1989), Gambi et al.

(1990), Koch and Gust (1999), Ackerman and Okubo

(1993), Leonard and Luther (1995), Nepf et al.

(1997b), and Ackerman (2002). Some of the variation

in these studies may also result from differences in

water depth to canopy height ratios, a topic to which

we will return in Section 4.5.

If in the relatively sparse arrays of plants typical of

kelp canopies the amplitude of velocity fluctuations

does increase as a result of greater wake turbulence (a

possibility that remains as of yet untested), this might
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suggest a greater potential for vertical mixing. How-

ever, as is noted by Naot et al. (1996), Nepf (1999),

and Okubo et al. (2001), the turbulent eddies gener-

ated in the wakes of plants have the same rough sizes

as the plants’ frontal diameters, and are therefore

rather limited. Turbulence generated by flow passing

through the interstices between multiple fronds of

individual seaweeds exhibit even smaller length scales

of mixing (Anderson and Charters, 1982). The overall

plant array also tends to constrain the maximal size of

eddies produced by shear at the seabed, cutting the

eddy dimensions to the same order as the spacing

between plant individuals (Ackerman, 2002). This

contrasts with the situation in nearshore vegetation-

free habitats, where the sizes of the largest eddies

approach scales equal to half the water depth, at least

when stratification is weak (Wiberg and Smith, 1983;

Gaylord et al., 2002). Since the largest eddies typi-

cally function as the dominant agents of diffusive

transport (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Fischer et al.,

1979; Okubo et al., 2001), plant-induced reductions to

their size likely overwhelm the opposing effect of

greater turbulence intensity. This implies that vertical

diffusion of spores within kelp forests will typically

be greatly slowed relative to outside areas, although

this outcome has yet to be verified experimentally in a

comprehensive manner.

Such attenuation of vertical mixing can apparently

be dramatic in certain circumstances. Calculations in

Nepf (1999) suggest, for instance, that nearly 100-fold

drops in diffusivity may arise at the exceptionally high

densities characteristic of seagrass meadows (200–

2000 stems/m2), both due to reduced current speed

and the smaller eddies. Such extreme declines in the

efficiency of mixing are probably unlikely in the

sparser plant arrays that characterize kelp forests,

but a full answer awaits additional measurements.

Even a modest decline in mixing rate, however, raises

the nonintuitive possibility alluded to above that

spores could actually be carried farther downstream

by slower currents while inside forests than by faster

ones when outside, simply because weaker vertical

mixing increases the time required for near-neutrally

buoyant spores to contact the substratum.

The presence of kelp plants likely cause not only a

drop in the overall gross magnitudes of turbulent

diffusivity, but also modifications to the details of

how vertical mixing varies with depth. As was already
noted, in the absence of a large canopy and with

relatively smooth bottom topography (a common

situation between the disjunct kelp forests separated

by sand flats that are often observed along temperate

coasts), diffusivity profiles are expected to have the

basic form shown in Fig. 3. Within a dense kelp forest

that extends throughout the water column, however,

the vegetation likely reduces the degree of variation in

diffusivity magnitude across different elevations in the

water column (Seginer et al., 1976). This possibility

arises because the larger eddies normally responsible

for mid-water diffusivity peaks are preferentially

eliminated, while the smaller eddies are retained (Nepf

et al., 1997b; Ackerman, 2002). With regards to spore

dispersal, the tails of dispersal distributions should

expand relative to the mean dispersal distance under

such conditions, since the lower mixing rates high in

the water column lengthen the suspension times of the

spores that reach such heights above the bottom

(McNair, 2000; McNair and Newbold, 2001). Further

research is required on this topic, however.

Like vertical turbulent diffusivities, horizontal dif-

fusivities perpendicular to the mean current will tend

to be relatively small in kelp forests due to constraints

on length scales of mixing. However, a second pro-

cess, termed ‘‘mechanical diffusion’’ by Nepf et al.

(1997a), and discussed further by Okubo et al. (2001),

may increase horizontal diffusion rates relative to

vertical values. Following Nepf (1999), mechanical

diffusion can be explained by means of analogy to the

classic random walk of statistics (Berg, 1983). As a

cloud of spores is swept downstream and impinges on

a bundle of kelp fronds that extend throughout the

water column, it must pass around that bundle by

shifting either left or right. On the downstream end of

the bundle, the presence of the wake prevents the

cloud from returning to its original line of transit (i.e.,

it is smeared and offset laterally by an amount that

scales with the diameter of the frond bundle; Nepf et

al., 1997b; Nepf, 1999). At the next bundle encoun-

tered by the now-laterally displaced cloud, it again

shifts left or right, and so forth. For a randomly

distributed array of kelp plants, the direction shifted

left or right at each obstruction is independent of

previous steps, and the result for a large number of

clouds and many levels of obstruction is a horizontal

Gaussian distribution oriented perpendicular to the

mean flow, just as would arise for traditional horizon-
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tal turbulent diffusion. As is explained by Nepf (1999)

and Okubo et al. (2001), the mechanical diffusion

then sums with the horizontal turbulent diffusion,

since the two processes are independent. During

release of spores by isolated plants, this total lateral

horizontal diffusion may be a strong determinant of

the rate of dilution of spores released in the forest, and

the probability of achieving a particular spore settle-

ment density at a certain location downstream from a

given set of source plants. A similar process may also

affect the diffusion and dilution of spores along the

axis of the mean current, and its interaction with the

differential smearing of a spore cloud by a vertical

velocity gradient (i.e., shear dispersion; Bowden,

1965; Nepf et al., 1997a).

4.3. Secondary flows around plants

In addition to processes of mixing, there may also

be ordered, secondary flows associated with the

presence of frond bundles of surface canopy forming

kelps that can carry spores towards, or away from, the

seafloor following their release. Nepf and Koch

(1999) and Okubo et al. (2001) discuss such transport

mechanisms in the context of seagrass stems operating

in steady flows and at Reynolds numbers in the range

of 102–103 based on stem diameter. Frond bundles of

kelps, however, are much larger, operate at higher

Reynolds numbers (103–106; see below), and are

exposed to bi-directional wave surge, so additional

evaluation is warranted. In general, a vertical cylinder

protruding from the seafloor that is subjected to a

steady horizontal flow in a benthic boundary layer

experiences downward fluid movement on its up-

stream side. This follows from the tendency for faster

flows higher above the seabed to impose greater

pressures at higher elevations on the cylinder’s sur-

face, which in turn drives fluid towards the substra-

tum. These downward flows roll up into a tube-like

fluid structure that then loops around the base of the

cylinder on either side to create a ‘‘horseshoe vortex’’

(Baker, 1980; Van Dyke, 1982; Pierce and Tree,

1990). Intriguingly, although most biological studies

targeting these vortices have focused on flow around

rather small (millimeter to centimeter scale) organisms

(e.g., Eckman and Nowell, 1984; Nepf and Koch,

1999), a number of engineering studies, including

some examining pier pilings of similar dimensions
to Macrocystis frond bundles (e.g., Breusers et al.,

1977; Melville and Raudkivi, 1977; Niedoroda and

Dalton, 1982; Sumer and Fredsoe, 2001a) have dem-

onstrated that such flows can influence patterns of

sedimentation and scouring even around quite large

objects that protrude vertically from the substratum.

Indeed, horseshoe vortices can elevate shear stresses

by up to about a factor of 10 on the lateral sides of the

bases of vertical cylinders, while simultaneously

allowing increased sedimentation just a little further

downstream (Sumer et al., 1997). Although the critical

experiments have yet to be conducted, analogous

processes could conceivably operate around the frond

bundles of surface canopy forming kelps. This could

introduce inhomogeneous, fine-scale patterns of spore

deposition and resuspension. It might also be impor-

tant for subsequent life stages of macroalgae if ensu-

ing recruits are subjected to strong intra-age-class,

density-dependent competition for light, for example

(Reed, 1990b), and could contribute to the patchiness

often observed in kelp forest macroalgae. It must be

emphasized, however, that the mechanical flexibility

of surface canopy forming kelps and differences in the

geometry of their holdfasts makes the actual applica-

bility of such concepts less than certain.

Frond bundles of surface canopy forming kelps

may also experience upward fluid motions in their

wakes for reasons that are analogous to those that

cause upstream horseshoe vortices. As is outlined in

Eckman and Nowell (1984), Nepf and Koch (1999),

and Okubo et al. (2001), pressures behind a vertically

oriented cylinder in a benthic boundary layer are

negative by amounts that scale with the magnitudes

of the corresponding positive pressures at the surface

of the cylinder’s leading face; this sets up a positively

directed vertical pressure gradient in the wake that

forces fluid upwards. These flows can exhibit speeds

approaching 30–40% of the impinging freestream

velocity (Woo et al., 1989; Nepf et al., 1997b). A

number of sessile invertebrates, operating at some-

what lower Reynolds numbers than are common for

kelp frond bundles (values of 102–103 based on

organism diameter), have been shown to exploit such

upward flows in feeding and respiration (Carey, 1983;

Johnson, 1988, 1990). Other studies have demonstrat-

ed that upward flows in cylinder wakes occur at

Reynolds numbers up to at least 104 (Breusers et al.,

1977; Woo et al., 1989). Whether such fluid motions
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arise at Reynolds numbers higher yet is less clear.

There is some suggestion, for instance, that shifts in

the precise pattern of vortex shedding behind a

cylinder at larger Reynolds numbers may cause a

switch from upward to downward wake flows, al-

though a strong consensus appears lacking (Breusers

et al., 1977). In general, depending on whether surface

gravity waves are large enough to produce rapid fluid

oscillations at depth or not (Kinsman, 1965), kelp

frond bundles are expected to operate at peak Rey-

nolds numbers ranging from approximately 103–106.

Secondary flows in downstream wakes can also be

influenced by the presence of other individuals within

a plant array, and by the magnitudes of horizontal

turbulent diffusivities in kelp forests. For example,

complex flow patterns and interactions among multi-

ple wakes are possible (Bearman and Wadcock, 1973;

Zdravkovich, 1977; Zukauskas, 1987; Avisar et al.,

2001), and the intensity of scour around the bases of

grouped cylinders can be modified (Sumer and Fred-

soe, 1998). Although faster mean currents typically

facilitate the upward flows behind cylinders, the

height to which these flows extend vertically is offset

by the fluid’s tendency to diffuse horizontally out of

the wake via turbulence (Nepf and Koch, 1999). Such

coupling once again indicates that there are strong

connections between the distributions of individuals,

the flows that arise in their midst, and the patterns of

spore movement and deposition that lead to succes-

sive kelp generations.

4.4. Wave–plant interactions

Much of the work on flows within vegetation has

been conducted in terrestrial plant canopies, in sea-

grass meadows, or in salt marshes. None of these

systems is subjected to the large waves that charac-

teristically impinge on kelp forests. Indeed, there is no

precise analogue in terrestrial habitats to surface

gravity waves.

There are several dispersal-related complications

associated with waves, however. First, as was noted

above, the action of bi-directional wave surge at the

seafloor increases the bottom shear and the apparent

roughness of the seabed. The interaction of the waves

with the current also acts in a nonlinear fashion to

elevate both vertical mixing in the thin wave bound-

ary layer, as well as mixing throughout the water
column in the much thicker current boundary layer

(Fig. 3; Grant and Madsen, 1986). In combination

with the substantial roughness of the reefs upon which

kelps typically grow, this suggests that wave-en-

hanced turbulence production at the seabed may at

times come to rival, or even exceed, rates of turbu-

lence production within plant wakes. This possibility,

however, must be weighed against the potential for

wave-driven fluid oscillations to increase both the

turbulent wake contributions of the kelps themselves,

and the magnitudes of horizontal mechanical diffu-

sion. Such questions are fundamental but remain

unexplored.

Waves can also alter the nature of the secondary

flows that might be produced around the holdfasts and

frond bundles of kelps. The interaction of waves and

currents with immersed bodies is complex and the

subject of much ongoing research (e.g., Zdravkovich,

1996), but some conclusions are possible. As is

detailed in Niedoroda and Dalton (1982), Sumer et

al. (1997), and Sumer and Fredsoe (2001b), the

periodic reversal of flow that characterizes waves

can interfere with the establishment of horseshoe

vortices and thereby reduce the expected intensity of

scouring around vertically oriented structures. This

can be especially the case in the presence of shorter

period waves, since they produce orbital fluid excur-

sions that travel only shorter distances relative to the

in-line diameter of the flow obstruction (Sumer and

Fredsoe, 2001a). Presumably, similar relationships

would apply to the upward flows in the wakes of

cylinders too, although actual studies examining this

issue are lacking. Overall, this line of reasoning

suggests that waves will modulate to some degree

any fine-scale patterns in deposition, resuspension,

and vertical movement of spores that occur close to

the holdfasts and frond bundles of surface canopy

forming kelps.

On the other hand, it is unlikely that the surface

canopy forming kelps themselves will dramatically

affect most surface gravity waves. Due to their ability

to sway with oscillatory fluid motions, large canopy

forming kelps commonly experience surprisingly little

drag from ordinary-sized surface gravity waves

(Koehl, 1984, 1986; Denny et al., 1997). As a direct

consequence, they in turn damp surface gravity waves

only slightly (Elwany et al., 1995; Gaylord et al.,

2003). This is in marked contrast to the apparent
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tendency for seagrass meadows to damp surface

gravity waves (Fonseca and Cahalan, 1992), the

commonly observed damping of capillary waves by

kelp canopies (Seymour, 1996), and the strong capac-

ity for kelp forests to exert feedback on currents

(Jackson and Winant, 1983; Jackson, 1998).

4.5. Coherent flow structures in the canopy

Discussions above have concentrated on the situa-

tion where the canopy forming kelps extend through-

out the entire water column. However, in the presence

of faster currents, upper portions of Macrocystis or

Nereocystis canopies can be pushed downstream until

the tension in their stipes pulls them below the water’s

surface. Flow above the canopy then skims over it

relatively unimpeded (see Fonseca et al., 1982; Shi et

al., 1995; Koch and Gust, 1999; Nepf and Vivoni,

2000 for discussions of this phenomena in seagrass

beds and saltmarsh systems). This situation produces

a region of strong shear at the canopy–fluid interface

that can induce turbulence, mixing, and the creation of

coherent eddy structures of relatively large scale that

can potentially invade the canopy from above (Rau-

pach et al., 1996; Finnigan, 2000; Ghisalberti and

Nepf, 2002). The existence of these eddies can often

be ascertained from progressive, wave-like motions of

elastic deflection of the canopy that propagate across

terrestrial and aquatic plant arrays (distinguished as

‘‘honami’’ and ‘‘monami’’, respectively, by Ackerman

and Okubo, 1993). Such coherent structures are be-

lieved to be responsible for considerable mass and

heat exchange, so much so that typical diffusion

analogies that predict strictly down-gradient net trans-

port of flow constituents via small, random eddies

become less appropriate (Shaw, 1977; Raupach and

Thom, 1981; Bache, 1986; Raupach et al., 1996).

Indeed, the dominant mechanism of turbulence pro-

duction under conditions of skimming flow may shift

from processes involving bottom shear or flow sepa-

ration in plant wakes, to the shear at the canopy–fluid

interface (Finnigan, 2000; Nepf and Vivoni, 2000;

Lopez and Garcia, 2001; Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2002).

Under such circumstances, a substantial fraction of the

total fluid exchange with external waters may occur

vertically, much as it does in expansive, homogeneous

terrestrial systems (like large crop fields) where hor-

izontal advection through the vegetation is less im-
portant (Shaw et al., 1974). This suggests that under

many conditions, particularly for Macrocystis or Ner-

eocystis kelp canopies of intermediate densities where

the interfacial shear is strong enough to form coherent

eddies, but where the canopy is not so thick as to

impede their vertical passage, it will be necessary to

account for such factors when evaluating spore dis-

persal. This could be especially the case in kelp

forests where relatively dense canopies of understory

seaweed could also produce a second sheared mixing

layer near the bottom at about the elevation of spore

release of many macroalgae, including Macrocystis.

The erect stipitate kelp, P. californica, which can

reach 1–2 m in height (Abbott and Hollenberg,

1976), provides a common example. Such coherent

flow structures and their influence on mixing will

likely be important on the edges of kelp forests as

well, due to the relatively limited widths of most

forests. Such features, however, have received limited

attention to date.
5. Contrasts with larval dispersal

It is clear that dispersal in macroalgae resembles

that of many benthic marine invertebrates and fishes

in that, in each of these groups, dispersal occurs by

means of small propagules that are carried predomi-

nantly by ocean flows, while the adults themselves are

relatively (if not absolutely) sessile. In other aspects,

however, dispersal in macroalgae is fundamentally

different. A number of these differences revolve

around the more limited scales of space and time that

are relevant to seaweed spores.

Unlike the spores of most macroalgae which are

typically in the water column for a few to several

days, the larvae of many marine animals remain in the

water column for weeks to months (Strathmann,

1987). In addition, most larvae have precompetency

periods during which they are physiologically and

developmentally incapable of settling, even if they

encounter suitable habitat. These precompetency

durations vary depending on the species, but are

commonly about half as long as the full planktonic

larval duration (Jackson and Strathmann, 1981). Such

extended planktonic durations indicate that many

larvae are likely to be carried offshore at least tem-

porarily into deep water, well beyond regions where
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the inner shelf processes discussed above (such as

wave effects in benthic boundary layers, forest-influ-

enced declines in vertical mixing, and plant and

topographically driven secondary flows) dominate

the fluid dynamics.

This issue raises a second point as well. Because of

the much longer planktonic durations of most larvae,

their movements are affected by substantially larger

scale processes than those that influence the transport

of macroalgal spores. Such processes include meso-

scale eddies (Nishimoto and Washburn, 2002), coast-

ally trapped waves (Mysak, 1980; Battisti and Hickey,

1984; Auad and Henderschott, 1997), large-scale

pressure gradients (e.g., Harms and Winant, 1998),

and regional upwelling/relaxation cycles (Send et al.,

1987). Thus, physical flows that would appear as

simple, relatively constant forcing agents in the con-

text of spore dispersal might actually be slowly

varying components of substantially larger scale cir-

culation features driven by other factors. Such factors

may play a role in determining biogeographic patterns

of abundance in widely dispersing shoreline animals

(see, e.g., Gaylord and Gaines, 2000), while acting

simply as event-by-event variations in steady flow

over the timescales relevant to seaweeds and short-

dispersing marine animals.

The larger scales of larval dispersal also tend to

uncouple the local distribution of adults along a coast

from the patterns of settlement of the young produced

by those adults. In contrast, in kelp forest macroalgae

there is a strong potential for feedbacks between local

adult distributions and patterns of spore dispersal and

settlement. As detailed above, kelp forests alter the

flow through their interiors, which then influences

where spores are transported. Due to the smaller

expected spatial scales of dispersal in seaweed spores,

much of this transport will be local, which in turn

means that forests will influence the spatial distribu-

tion and densities of new recruits in their own

vicinities. Such recruitment ultimately determines, in

conjunction with other ecological factors, the density

of adults in the subsequent generation, and the nature

of the biological–physical coupling at that stage. The

process then continues to cascade through succeeding

generations. Although this line of argument by no

means implies that invertebrates and fishes do not

influence fine-scale settlement patterns (this capacity

is well-recognized; Caley et al., 1996), the inter-
generational connection (i.e., the capacity of local

settlement patterns to affect the local settlement

patterns of the offspring of those individuals) is

unlikely to be as strong as it is in canopy forming

kelps.
6. Conclusions

Clearly, seaweeds respond to and influence fluid

motion. However, to date most organismal level

studies of biological–physical coupling in macroalgae

have focused on three elements of the interaction: the

dislodgement of these plants by waves (e.g., Koehl,

1984, 1986; Carrington, 1990; Denny et al., 1998;

Gaylord et al., 1994; Gaylord, 2000; Gaylord et al.,

2003), the effects of flow on nutrient and gas ex-

change at the surfaces of individual blades with

ultimate implications for algal growth (e.g., Wheeler,

1980; Gerard, 1982; Hurd et al., 1996; Hurd, 2000;

Stevens et al., 2001), and the interplay of environ-

mental factors with the morphological plasticity of

seaweeds (e.g., Norton, 1969, 1991; Mann, 1971;

Gerard, 1979, 1987; Norton et al., 1981; Blanchette,

1997).

With regards to a fourth element, the physics of

macroalgal spore dispersal, a mechanistic look at the

overall process uncovers several themes. Emerging

findings reveal that flow attenuation and vertical

mixing within plant arrays likely have profound and

complex effects on the distances over which spores

are transported, but that these processes are just

beginning to be understood in kelp forests. Forest-

wide effects may also be modulated at smaller scales,

as fine-level patterns in spore settlement can poten-

tially be influenced by local secondary flows around

organisms and bottom features. At times or locations

where rapid currents arise, additional physical pro-

cesses, such as coherent flow structures generated by

mixing layers above submerged canopies, may begin

to play a role in spore dispersal. Each of these factors

will interface in turn with the fundamental spore

properties, plant morphologies, and life history com-

ponents of macroalgae themselves to determine their

recruitment rates, their population dynamics, their

degree of connectivity to other populations, and their

relationship with the plethora of community members

with whom they interact.
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